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By Melvin J. ftrtmann and Robert C. Graham
An investigation vas conducted to determine the performance
obaracteristics of the	 flaw supersonic ccupressor of the
Z7-55-FF-1 turbo Jet engine. The test unit consisted of a raw of
inlet guide vanes and a supersonic rotor; the stator
	 after
the rotor vere omitted.
The maximum pressure ratio produced in the single stage
2.28 at an equivalent tip speed or 1814 feet per second vi.th
adiabat ic efficiency of approximately 0®61,
	equivalent i, t
flaw of 13.pounds per	 .	 efficiency of 0.79
obtained atequivalenttip speed of 801 feet per second.
IETRODUCTIOR
PrOlizlnexY investigations of m4ersonic ccupressors designed
by the NACA have shown co	 results
	 0	 1, 2.. and 3).
The rotor 'blades of the X7-55-FF-1 supersonic compressor am based
on d"ign methods developedthe Langley laboratory. Aerodynmic
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APPAPJMS ARD PROCKDURIR
Two coempressor assemblies were used for this performance
investigation. A test rig fail , which occurred before any date s
vere^dbtainsd ., resulted in the destruction of the first coWressor
asseub3,yo* the coWressor rotor after the rig failure is sbcnm in
figure 3.
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CwVressor pressuree'vere, regulated by butterfly throttle Valves
in the inlet and outlet pipes® The compressor vas driven by a
2500-horsepover motor tbrough speed-increaser
Procedure. - Perfozuance data vere obtained over e range of
i	 i t flows W WO-1S frce vide-open	 the to stall
at constant values of equivalent tip speeds UIWV in the range
from 409 to 1814 feet per second-2
where
` 1	 veight flo , ib/eec
ratio of actual inlet stagnation teWerature to standard sea-
level temperature ., ` l/ 18.4
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a	 ratio of actual inlet total	 a to standard sea-level
pressure ., P., /2116
U velocity of rotor, ft/sec
Total-pressure ratio is defined as P6/PV vhere P6 is
arithmetic average of total pressures measured at the area centers
of three equal annular areas at the rake station.
Adiabatic efficiency Yj d is defined
T	 to	 (stagnation) temperature ., OR
P	 total. (stagnation) pressure of absolute air, lb /aq ft
do of specific heats for normal air, 1.4
Subscripts:
I	 ccmqyxvesor inlet
6 rake measuringstation
T6 is the arithmetic average of total temperatures measuredat
area centers of three equal 	 at the rake station.
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BESMTS ADD DISMSICH
SUNUM OF H9SULTS
The following preliminary resultswere obtained in aninves-
tigation of the al-floes vapexzonic conpressor of the XJ 55-FF-1
turbojetengine:
m The	 ratio varied from 1.08  at 409 feet per
second to 2428 at 1614 Feet per second. The equivalent weight flow
at the maximum-pressure-ratio, condition at 1614 feet per second
13.4 poundsper second.
2. A maximum efficiency of 0.79 vas obtained at as equivalent
tip speed of 801 feet per second.	 efficiency decreased
vith higher tipds -
	
tic efficiency of approximately
0.61 ves obtained at the maxim=-pressure-ratio condition at
equivalent tip speed of 1614 feet per
Lewis ''light Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Chien, January 31, 1949.
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Investigation of an Experinental SupersonicAxial-Flow Com-
pressor. CA RM No. 1,6 ., 194-6.
2. Ritterp William K.., and Jobn"n, Irving A.,,, Perform=e of
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Figure 2. - Rotor for supersonic compressor of XJ-55-FF-1 turbojet engine.
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Figure 3. - First compressor rotor after rig failure.
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Figure 4. - Initial damage to second compressor rotor.
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Figure 5. - Final condition of second compressor rotor.
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Figure 6. - Performance characteristics of axial-flow super-
sonic compressor for XJ-55-FF-I turbojet engine.
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